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Auditing has become a powerful way of diagnosing problematic behavior in algorithms. This auditing can occur in research and
industry settings, often by people with technical expertise, but can also be surfaced by everyday users noticing and investigating
problematic behavior. Large-scale generative algorithms are in their infancy, and auditing them poses unique challenges, like that the
generative space can be gargantuan, even for limited inputs. In this provocation, I propose auditing generative algorithms as a problem
HCI researchers should take on. I identify what is unique about auditing generative algorithms, describe why a human-centered
approach will enable more robust and just auditing, and propose some avenues for future work in this space.
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1 WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT AUDITING GENERATIVE ALGORITHMS?

Let’s start with what generative algorithms are. I define them as any algorithm that will generate new, plausible media.
In contrast, we can think of algorithms that deal exclusively with existing media: for example, classification algorithms
that apply labels to existing media, or search algorithms that surface existing media to users. Generative algorithms,
while not new, are not as widely used as others kinds of algorithms. Bandy [1] presents a systematic literature review
of audits of public-facing algorithmic systems, which includes 62 studies. Although he doesn’t explicitly distinguish
generative algorithms, by inspecting the 62 studies we can see that few are of generative systems. Instead, most are
algorithms that surface existing media to users, like search algorithms, recommendation algorithms, and targeted
advertising. One audit in his review that is about generative algorithms is [6], which audits suggested email replies, a
common way an everyday computer user may interact with a generative system. But their general scarcity in his review
indicates one unique aspect about generative algorithms: they are not (yet) very public-facing. However, the recent
improvements in large-scale ‘foundation’ models [2] suggest that generative algorithms may become more prevalent.

The other unique aspect about generative algorithms is their ability to generate huge amounts of outputs. While clas-
sification algorithms may theoretically be able take an infinite number of unique inputs, an auditor can select the inputs
based on the questions they are posing and appropriately scope their work. Search, recommendation, and advertising
algorithms are limited by the users attention—studying the first 𝑛 results is a reasonable representation of what users
experience—and so again an auditor can select inputs and scope their work. With generative algorithms, limiting the
number of inputs does not reduce the number of outputs in the same way as with search or classification algorithms.
The size of the output space is a function of the model and how it is used. For example, a language model can generate a
single, deterministic output (given an input) if using beam search when decoding, or it can generate an infinite number
of outputs if using a stochastic sampling method. Generative algorithms are often used stochastically, such that a user
can continually generate new media even with the same prompt. For example, SudoWrite (https://www.sudowrite.com/)
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Fig. 1. A screenshot from OpenAI’s ‘Playground’ for testing GPT3, a large-scale language model that generates coherent, fluent text
in resposne to an input. In this case we see that the generated text is detected to be ‘unsafe’, likely because it contains the word
‘lesbian’.

and StarryAI (https://www.starryai.com/) are commercial examples of generative language and image algorithms
respectively, and both allow repeated generation with the same input.

Thus auditors are faced with a tricky task: understanding the entire output space of an algorithm. Even within a
specific input, this is still challenging. Existing lines of research have begun to tackle this problem from a user-centered
perspective [4], considering not auditing but how users might navigate this space to achieve their own generative goals.
However, I argue that auditing presents a use case significantly different than users generating media for their own
purpose. Auditing requires uncovering problematic behavior as it may occur at a population level. While an individual
user may never encounter (or may be content to ignore) harmful outputs, this doesn’t negate the possibility that others
are experiencing harm.

Let’s consider an example of problematic outputs. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of OpenAI’s playground interface for
testing out the large-scale language model GPT3 [3]. Here we see a rudimentary (and problematic; I discuss this further
in Section 2) content warning when the system generates an output that contains the word ‘lesbian’. Imagine this
content warning detecting an output that was actually problematic. Such a warning does not help the user understand
how frequently problematic outputs occur, what may have caused it to occur, and what other kinds of problematic
outputs may be generated with the same input. This demonstrates how auditing is a problem unique from satisfying
the generative needs of a user.

2 WHY HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN FOR ALGORITHMIC AUDITING?

Auditing generative algorithms for problematic behavior is occurring in other Computer Science subfields. For example,
uncovering problematic behavior in language models is an open line of inquiry in natural language processing (e.g.
[5]). However, as discussed by Shen et al. in their paper on everyday algorithm auditing [8], auditing by a research or
industry organization often suffers serious blindspots. Approaching algorithmic auditing as a human-centered design
problem is a way to bring more stakeholders into the auditing process. And because large-scale generative algorithms
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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are in their infancy, at least when it comes to widespread public adoption, we are posed to be able to incorporate
auditing practices into their usage from the start.

Unfortunately, we are already starting to see the adoption of “algorithmic taboos”1 by the owners of large-scale
generative algorithms, where potentially problematic output is filtered or suppressed. But because the automatic
detection of problematic output is difficult at best2 these filters can instead perpetuate the harm they purportedly
seek to address. For example, Schlesinger et al. describe how blacklisting certain words as a way to prevent chatbots
from generating hate speech is a crude solution that “masks the deeper ways hate-speech is entangled in histories of
power, community, and nationhood” [7]. When you don’t let an algorithm, for instance, generate the word ‘lesbian’,
you reinforce homosexuality as a taboo topic and contribute to its erasure. But this is precisely what many algorithms
do—see Figure 1 for an example of a content filtering algorithm which seems to detect unsafe content anytime various
identity words (like ‘lesbian’) are generated.3

Approaching algorithmic auditing as an instance of user interaction helps to center the various people who may
be involved in auditing—some may have technical expertise, but others may not. Some may come with very specific,
personal questions, and others may be ensuring more high-level requirements are being met. Some have been harmed,
and seek to identify the cause or redress that harm; others may be working to prevent harm from occurring. Enabling
all kinds of people to participate, through building tools and methods, will allow us as a society to better manage the
development of these new technologies.

3 APPROACHES TO HUMAN-CENTERED ALGORITHMIC AUDITING

In this section I think through one use case of auditing generative algorithms based on what I see regularly done in the
algorithmic art community. I call this the ‘sole author audit’. Consider this example: an artist has created a generative
algorithm that generates a new poem for every person that walks into an art gallery. The artist wants to make sure that
the poems don’t contain any offensive language. An approach I have seen is that the artist continually tests inputs
and checks the outputs, modifying the algorithm if need be. They do this until they feel they ‘understand’ the possible
outputs and are comfortable letting it generate unsupervised. Artists I have spoken to who use this approach feel
responsible for all system outputs, and want to know for themselves the scope of possible outputs. However, this process
is arduous and sometimes so difficult that an artist may abandon a project or technology if they do not feel they can
properly understand or predict what may happen when a system is let loose.

The sole author audit is a specific use case that we can consider as a human-centered design problem. How do
we give users the tools to explore the output space of a generative system and ensure they understand the scope of
possibilities? I see a number of areas of inquiry to build such a system:

• Interfaces for exploring the outputs.While the exploration of design spaces has a long history in computer science,
they typically assume that users are searching for a single (or perhaps a limited number of) outputs. In a sole
author audit, the user is attempting to scope out the entire output space.

• Meaningful metrics. Such metrics need to automatically measure some aspect of an output, such that many
artifacts can be generated and plotted in a output space defined by the metrics. For instance, automatic toxicity

1I first saw this phrase on Twitter: https://twitter.com/schock/status/1490378656597917701
2I would argue it is fatally flawed because problematic content is socially situated and cannot be detected based on the content alone.
3I have not done a formal audit of GPT3, nor its content filter, but based on my own experience and the experience of others (e.g. https://twitter.com/
schock/status/1490359579036762114) it seems like something like this may be occurring.
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detection algorithms could be used to guide users towards potentially problematic behavior for review. But
existing metrics may not work well for this use case.

• Open-domain tools. Users will likely want to audit new algorithms. How can we design tools that can work with,
or easily adapt to, the ever-changing generative systems that are being created?

The sole author audit is one use case that allows us to think through the requirements of auditing generative
algorithms; alternative use cases may involve many auditors, e.g. when a group of people come together to audit an
algorithm that they believe is causing harm. But use cases is just one approach. In his review of algorithmic auditing,
Bandy distinguishes between four types of problematic machine behavior: discrimination, distortion, exploitation, and
misjudgement [1]. Researchers could consider what is required to audit different types of harm in generative algorithms.
Alternatively, Shen et al. document everyday algorithm auditing, where users embark upon bottom-up auditing via
their day-to-day interactions [8]—researchers could look at what questions everyday users seek to ask of generative
systems, documenting and understanding the concerns that users have about these systems in order to guide work on
how to give users the ability to answer these questions.

4 CONCLUSION

So how do we audit generative algorithms? I defend this as an important question to pose, and propose lines of
inquiry—like the sole author audit—to tackle this question. I hope that this provocation encourages more people to
considering auditing an important activity that deserves attention from the research community.
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